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Purpose: This study aims to compare the performances of Item Response Theory (IRT) equating and kernel equating (KE) methods based on equating errors (RMSD) and standard error of equating (SEE) using the anchor item nonequivalent groups design. Method: Within this scope, a set of conditions, including ability distribution, type of anchor items (internal-external), the ratio of anchor items, and spread of anchor item difficulty, were observed in 24 different simulation conditions. Findings: The results showed that ability distribution, type of anchor items, the ratio of anchor items, and spread of anchor item difficulty affected the performance of the equating methods. It was also observed that kernel chained equating methods (KE CE) were less affected by the difference in group mean ability. Moreover, in the case of increased average differences in ability between groups, a high range of score scale yielded higher standard errors in KE methods, while a medium-high range of scale scores exhibited higher standard errors in IRT equating. Using external anchor items led to lower SEE and RMSD than using internal anchor items, and both errors decreased as the ratio of anchor items increased. When internal anchor items were used with similar average group ability distribution, mini and midi anchor tests gave similar results. On the other hand, a midi anchor test performed better with increased average differences in group ability distribution for external anchor items. At the end of the scale scores, the IRT equating method had a lower rate of errors. Implications for Research and Practice: KE methods can be used while IRT assumptions are not met.
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Introduction

Tests are used for many different purposes, such as collecting information about individuals, measuring traits such as interests, abilities, and attitudes, and selecting individuals. In most testing situations, especially for large-scale educational assessments, the need for different forms of the same test for testing examinees on different administrations is an important requirement to be met for testing security. However, multiple alternate test forms may differ in difficulty. This may lead to discrepancy among examinees taking different test forms in that those answering the easy version get higher scores than those answering the difficult version. Test forms need to be equated due to differences between test difficulties (Kolen & Brennan, 2004; von Davier, Holland, & Thayer, 2004). Equating refers to associating with or converting test scores into scores obtained from another test form (Hambleton & Swaminathan, 1985).

Before beginning test equating, decisions should be made about the equating design to be used. Test equating designs are single group, equivalent group, and nonequivalent group with anchor tests (NEAT), which was selected as equating design in this study (Livingston, 1993; von Davier et al., 2004). For the NEAT design, different test forms which have anchor (common) items are applied to two groups with nonequivalent ability distribution. Test forms are equated by attempting to remove differences between ability distributions in the groups through the anchor items (Kolen & Brennan, 2004).

The NEAT design can be used in different equating methods. These methods are based on classical test theory (CTT), item response theory (IRT) and kernel equating. Methods based on CTT are linear (e.g., Tucker, Levine true and observed scores, Braun Holland) and equipercentile (frequency estimation, chained) equating methods. Linear and equipercentile chained equating (CE), linear and equipercentile post-stratification equating (PSE), and Levine linear equating methods are included in kernel equating. Equating methods based on IRT are classified as IRT true scores and IRT observed score equating. In this research, information is provided about these methods when used for the kernel equating and IRT true-score equating.

Equating Methods

Kernel equating

In the equipercentile equating method, scores corresponding to the same percentage rank are considered equal. For this, first, the cumulative frequency of each form is calculated. Second, scores corresponding to the same percentage scores according to these cumulative frequencies are equated. In equipercentile equating, examinees obtaining the equated scores in the same percentile rank are assumed to have the same ability level (Kolen, 1988). It is nearly impossible for these individuals to have the same ability level in real applications. Thus, kernel equating was originally developed to solve this problem that occurs in equipercentile equating (von Davier et al., 2004). The main reason for this problem is the discrete distribution of scores.
Holland and Thayer (1981) found a solution for this problem by transforming discrete
distributions into continuous distributions using kernel equating. In kernel equating,
discrete distributions are equated through continuous distributions (Livingston, 1993;
Ricker & von Davier, 2007). Kernel equating uses the Gaussian kernel approach (Lee
& von Davier, 2010; von Davier et al., 2004). Although kernel is an equipercentile
equating method, it includes linear equating methods at the same time (Andersson &
von Davier, 2014; von Davier, 2008). Selection of bandwidth (parameter h) as one of
the parameters used in kernel equating states use of an equipercentile or linear
equating method. If the ideal bandwidth is used, the equating results approximate to
equipercentile equating; on the other hand, if large bandwidth is used, they
approximate to the linear equating method (Ricker & von Davier, 2007; von Davier et
al., 2006). Kernel equating consists of five stages: pre-smoothing, estimation of score
distributions, continuization, equating, and calculating the standard error of equating.

Equating Based on Item Response Theory

IRT explains the abilities of individuals with mathematical models. Lord (1953)
stated that true and observed scores do not mean the same as ability score, and ability
score is independent of the test, whereas true and observed scores are dependent on
the test (as cited in Hambleton & Jones, 1993). Item parameters with two response
categories are estimated using one-parameter logistic (1PL) model, two-parameter
logistic (2PL) model and three-parameter logistic (3PL) model (Embretson & Reise,
2000).

After deciding the IRT model, the parameters of item and ability are estimated. In
NEAT design, A (slope) and B (intercept) linking coefficients are obtained using the
parameters (a and b) of the anchor items, which are answered in both groups. Using
these coefficients, the θ value in the test form is converted to the θ value for the other
test form. For converting estimations obtained from a test form to estimations obtained
from the other test in IRT, two methods are used of separate and concurrent
calibration. Separate calibration methods are divided into two as characteristic curve
and moment methods. The characteristic curve methods were developed to reduce the
difference between item characteristic curves for anchor items and Haebara, one of the
characteristic curve methods, is used in this research (Kolen & Brennan, 2004). In this
method, the differences between item characteristic curves for a given ability level are
calculated by summing up the squared differences between item characteristic curves
for each item.

Purpose of this Study

Before using the kernel equating method, it is important to compare the results of
equating methods frequently used in test applications and determine whether the
results have similarities and differences (Mao, von Davier, & Rupp, 2006). Knowledge
about the strengths and weaknesses of equating methods facilitates the selection of an
appropriate equating method required for test programs. Also, it is important to know
how the choice of one method over another method affects the decision since
important decisions are made about individuals based on the equating results obtained from large-scale and high-risk tests (Kim & Cohen, 2002). Due to the popularity of test equating implementations, it is considered important to reveal which equating method provides the best results according to certain conditions.

Since equating methods differ concerning the theories and assumptions on which they are based, the choice of an equating method is of great importance for both test developers and examinees. There are few studies in the literature comparing IRT and kernel equating methods (e.g., Chen, 2012; Godfrey, 2007; Meng, 2012; Norman Dvorak, 2009). In these studies, only kernel equipercentile equating methods were compared with IRT equating methods of concurrent calibration, Stocking and Lord’s Method, and Mean/Sigma transformation methods. In this study, kernel linear and equipercentile equating methods were compared with IRT true score equating methods of Haebara. Besides, the choice of anchor items is very important for equating tests under NEAT design. Many researchers (e.g., Budescu, 1985; Kolen, 1988; Kolen, 2007; Petersen, Kolen, & Hoover, 1989) argue that the anchor item set should be a small version of the test. However, in practice, it is difficult to create similar forms of difficulty distribution in anchor tests. Sinharay and Holland (2006a, 2006b, 2007) argue that there is no evidence that the anchor test must have the same difficulty distribution as the total test since it is quite a restrictive condition; yet, better equating results could be obtained if the content representativeness is the same as the test while the spread of anchor item difficulty is smaller than that of the total test. Moreover, Sinharay and Holland (2007) stated that if a spread of anchor item difficulty is used in external common tests, lower equating errors will be obtained. As a result, it is considered important that different equating methods note the spread of anchor item difficulty and the effects of common test types.

Due to these reasons, it is considered important to compare the performance of kernel post-stratification equipercentile (ideal bandwidth), kernel post-stratification linear (large bandwidth), kernel chained equipercentile (ideal bandwidth), and kernel chained linear (large bandwidth) equating methods with the IRT true-score equating method, which is frequently used so that advantages and disadvantages of the equating methods are explored along with conditions. For this purpose, answers were sought for the problem below.

When tests are equated according to kernel post-stratification linear, kernel chained linear, kernel post-stratification equipercentile, kernel chained equipercentile, and IRT true-score equating methods;

a) How does equating error change with ability distribution, the ratio of anchor item, and spread of anchor item difficulty for internal anchor tests?

b) How does equating error change with ability distribution, the ratio of anchor item, and spread of anchor item difficulty for external anchor tests?

a) How does standard equating error change with ability distribution, the ratio of anchor item, and spread of anchor item difficulty for internal anchor tests?
b) How does standard equating error change with ability distribution, the ratio of anchor item, and spread of anchor item difficulty for external anchor tests?

**Method**

**Research Design**

In this research, simulation data were compared for the effects of the ratio of anchor items, the spread of anchor item difficulty, ability distribution (average group differences in ability), type of anchor items (internal or external), and various equating methods on equating error. As a result, this research is descriptive as it investigates the effects of equating methods in the study conditions in detail and reveals which method provides better results in which conditions. Descriptive research includes studies defining a situation as much as possible without deficiency and with great care (Fraenkel, Wallen, & Hyun, 2012).

**Simulation Conditions**

Holland, Dorans, and Petersen (2006) stated that the quality of main tests, characteristics of anchor test, sample size, ability distributions of groups, and selection of the equating method are the main considerations for successful equating. In this study, the effects on equating error of ability distribution, the ratio of anchor item, type of anchor test, and spread of item difficulty conditions were investigated. NEAT design test forms (X and Y) and anchor test forms were generated for this purpose. In doing so, form X referred to the old test form, while Y is the (new) test form to be equated. The groups given the form X and form Y were called Group 1 and Group 2, respectively. The NEAT design is shown in Table 1.

**Table 1**

*Equating Design*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>X</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Anchor Test</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Group 1</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Group 2</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Sample Size and Test Length:* The sample size was dealt with as a single condition. Each test form was applied to equal numbers of individuals of 1,500 and a total of 3,000 individuals were analyzed in this study. Kolen and Brennan (2004) have emphasized that for IRT, equating a sample size of 1,500 requires the 3PL model under the NEAT design. Kolen and Brennan (2004) emphasized the need for at least 30-40 items as test length for equating tests. In this study, a single total test length of 50 items was used. As a result, the test length was sufficient to determine test equating.
Ability Distribution: The abilities of groups in the NEAT design are not equivalent. As a result, the ability distribution of both groups was produced differently. In this study, the data were generated so that the new form group could have a standard normal distribution with ability distribution of ($\theta \sim N(0.05,1)$) and ($\theta \sim N(0.5,1)$), while the group receiving the old form could have ($\theta \sim N(0,1)$). The relevant literature suggests that groups should have similar ability distribution as a prerequisite for equating. Wang, Lee, Brennan, and Kolen (2008) regard the difference between the mean ability distributions of groups in the range of .05 and .10 as large, but they refer to it as too large if it falls in the range of .25 and greater.

Anchor Test: According to test length, three common item rates were used; 20%, 30%, and 40%. Angoff (1971) and Budescu (1985) suggested that a minimum of 20% of the item numbers on the test should be anchor items. Also, Kolen and Brennan (2004) have proposed that at least 20% of the total test length should be used as the ratio of common items in tests with a length of 40 items or longer.

Type of Anchor Test: The anchor test is divided into two as internal and external anchor test and both types were used in this study. The internal anchor test adds scores from the common test to the total scores, while the external anchor test does not add to the total test scores.

Spread of Difficulty Levels of Anchor Items: The other factor in the study is the spread of difficulty levels of anchor items. Sinharay and Holland (2006a) propose that if the anchor test has the same scope and similar statistics as the total test, it is called a mini-test, and if the anchor test items have different difficulties and all item difficulties are medium, it is called a midi test. Mini and midi anchor tests with different distributions of anchor item difficulty were used in this study.

Data Generation and Analysis of Data

The item responses produced with the 3PL model used the R program (R Core Team, 2016). In the first stage, ability distributions for the groups were produced from standard normal distribution according to the determined conditions. In this study, the same number of examinees was used for tests. In the second stage, the two test forms using the NEAT design and anchor items were produced. The item discrimination parameter (a) of the test and anchor test forms were generated from uniform distribution (e.g., between $U(5-2)$; parameter c was generated from uniform distribution (e.g., between $U(0.5-2)$; lastly, parameter b, which refers to item difficulty parameter was generated from standard normal distribution (e.g., $N(0, 1)$). In the case of a mini anchor test, it was generated to ensure the same difficulty parameter as the total test, which was an identical mean and standard deviation. In the case of a midi test, it was derived from the same mean as the total test but the standard deviation was .2. Item and examinee parameters were generated by using the "irtogs" package (Partchev, 2016) with R program. The third stage was the test equating process. The "kequate" package (Andersson, Branberg, & Wiberg, 2013) was used to equate test forms with kernel equating methods. There are three steps to obtain equating results.
Firstly, the creation of frequency distributions and then fitting to a generalized linear model and in the last step performing the equating. The bandwidth selection for linear and equipercentile methods were selected by “kernel” package with Gaussian kernel smoothing. To conduct item and ability parameter estimations, the “ltm” package (Rizopoulos, 2015) was used for IRT. Estimations were made by using Marginal Maximum Likelihood for item parameter estimation (MMLE) and Expected a Posterior (EAP) methods for estimation of ability parameters. IRT true-score equating with Haebara method, which is a separate calibration method, was performed by using the “plink” package (Weeks, 2010). In this study, a total of 24 conditions (2 ability distribution × 3 ratio of anchor item × 2 type of anchor item × 2 spread of anchor item difficulty) were investigated according to five different equating methods and each analysis was replicated 100 times.

Two different evaluation criteria of RMSD (root-mean-square difference) and standard error of equating (SEE) were used to assess the accuracy of the equating results. Mao et al. (2006) obtained the RMSD index by adapting the RMSE index. RMSD index reflects how biased or accurate the equating results are against the equating criterion (Qu, 2007). In this study, the equipercentile equating method in the EG design was used as the equating criterion.

\[
\text{RMSD} = \sqrt{\overline{d^2} + \text{sd}^2} \quad (1)
\]

\(\overline{d}\): The mean of the difference between the criterion equating and equating method for each equated score,

\(\text{sd}\): Standard deviation of the difference obtained.

\(\text{SEE}\) which gives the random error, is equal to the square root of the ratio of the sum of the squares of the difference of the mean value obtained with each estimated value to the number of replication.

\[
\text{SE}[\hat{e}_Y(x_i)] = \sqrt{\frac{1}{R} \sum_{i=1}^{R} [\hat{e}_Y(x_i) - \overline{\hat{e}_Y (x_i)}]^2} \quad (2)
\]

\(\hat{e}_Y(x_i)\): Equated score obtained for each replication

\(\overline{\hat{e}_Y (x_i)}\): Mean of equated scores obtained through replication

\(R\) : Number of replications
Results

To understand the findings, the results of the equating error and standard error of equating under the conditions covered in this research were structured separately for internal and external anchor tests. The average bandwidths (hx and hy) were between varied from .607 to .689 for KE Chaied equipercentile, .645 to .577 for KE PSE equipercentile, 8461.722 to 9720.298 for KE PSE equipercentile and 8051.256 to 9771.645 for KE CE equipercentile.

Findings for Equating Error

The graphs of the equating error reflecting the conditions discussed here are given in Figure 1 and Figure 2. CE-EQ refers to the kernel (KE) chained equipercentile equating, CE-L is KE chained linear equating, PSE-EQ is KE post-stratification equipercentile equating, PSE-L is KE post-stratification linear equating, and IRT is IRT true-score equating method.

Findings of equating error for internal and external anchor tests

Figure 1 and Figure 2 display graphs of equating errors obtained when the ratio of anchor items is 20%, 30%, and 40% for internal and external anchor tests when the ability distribution of groups is similar and different, respectively.

Figure 1. RMSD Values with Similar (first figure) and Different (second figure) Group Mean Ability Distribution on Internal Anchor Test
In Figures 1 and 2, the total error decreased as the ratio of anchor items increased in the internal and external anchor tests with all equating methods. The rate further decreased for linear equating methods with similar ability distribution as the ratio of anchor items increased in the internal anchor test. In all conditions, the lowest error was found for IRT equating when the ability distribution between the groups was different.

As for the external anchor test, the error rate decreased more as a result of using the linear equating methods but still had a higher error. When the external anchor test used the midi test, the error was found to be even lower than for the mini test condition, especially when ability distribution was similar. However, regular error values could not be obtained when the internal anchor test was a midi test. In the case where the distribution of ability between groups was similar for both internal and external anchor tests, the total error appeared to be lower than with different ability distribution. The linear equating methods (large h) gave higher errors than the equipercentile equating methods. Moreover, the IRT equating method had minimum or nearly minimum error in the external anchor test under all conditions. It provided a lower error rate for different group ability distributions with the internal anchor test for 30% and 40% as the ratio of anchor items. The lowest rate was recorded for the PSE-EQ equating method when group ability distribution was similar and the CE-EQ equating method when the ability distribution was different.

**Findings for Standard Error of Equating**

To solve this sub-question, a comparison of the equating methods was performed using the standard error of equating (SEE). For convenience, the equating results for conditions covered in the research were prepared separately for each of the internal

**Figure 2.** RMSD Values from Similar and Different Group Mean Ability Distribution on External Anchor Tests *CE-EQ: chained equipercentile equating, CE-L: chained linear equating, PSE-EQ: post-stratification equipercentile equating, PSE-L: post-stratification linear equating, IRT: IRT true-score equating method.
and external anchor tests. Figures 3 and 4 display the graphs for standard error of equating under the conditions discussed.

Findings of the standard error of equating for internal anchor test

In the internal anchor test, the anchor items ratio was adjusted to 20%, 30%, and 40% for two different ability distributions. The results for standard error of equating obtained from both distributions are represented in graphs in Figure 3.

When the graphs above are examined, the standard error rate decreases as the ratio of anchor item increases for all of the equating methods. The decrease seems sharper, particularly for IRT equating when the ratio of anchor items increases from 30% to 40%. For all the equating methods, the standard errors obtained with similar group ability distribution appear to be lower than in the case of the different group ability distribution. At all ratios for anchor items and ability distributions, the KE linear equating method yielded a lower standard error rate than the KE equipercentile equating methods. Also, the difference between the standard error values of the linear and equipercentile equating methods was closer in the case of different ability distributions for the midi anchor test compared to the other conditions.

While the post-stratification linear equating method yielded lower standard errors for similar group ability distribution, the chained linear equating method proved a lower standard error value. It can be said that in all cases, the IRT equating method produced higher standard error than linear equating methods but this error was equal to or lower than for equipercentile equating methods. In the case where the distribution of ability between groups was similar, IRT equating standard error rates remained below those of CE-EQ equating but above the standard error rate for the PSE-EQ equating method. In the case of the different ability distribution, the two equipercentile equating methods yielded lower standard error rates for the midi anchor test condition; the rates were close to those of PSE-EQ with 20% and 30% ratio
of anchor items for the mini anchor test while the error rate was lower with 40% ratio of anchor items.

Findings for standard error of equating for external anchor test

Figure 4 shows graphs for the standard error of equating for the external anchor test with the ratio of anchor items of 20%, 30%, and 40% when the distribution of group ability is similar and different in mini and midi anchor tests, respectively.

Figure 4. SEE Values in Similar and Different Group Mean Ability Distributions for the External Anchor Test

As seen in Figure 4, the equating error decreased as the ratio of the anchor items increased in the external anchor test, as for the internal anchor test, with all of the equating methods. This difference was more clearly seen for linear equating methods, especially. The standard error values increased when the distribution of ability was different in both anchor test conditions. In all conditions, the kernel linear equating methods gave a lower standard error rate than the kernel equipercentile equating methods. When group ability distribution was similar, the chained equating methods generated higher standard errors than the post-stratification equating methods. The standard errors for chained equating methods were smaller with different ability distributions. In the mini test condition where distribution of ability was different between the groups, the difference between standard error rates for the linear and equipercentile equating methods with 30% anchor items was larger than for the remaining conditions. For both models of ability distribution, a lower standard error was obtained for the midi test condition than for the mini test condition. When Figures 3 and 4 are compared, the standard error values obtained from the external anchor test remained below those obtained from the internal anchor test.

Discussion, Conclusion, and Recommendations

In this study, the kernel equating methods and IRT equating method results were compared under various conditions and the methods were investigated based on equating error. On the basis of equating methods, generally, KE CE and IRT performed better than KE PSE according to RMSD and KE linear equating methods yielded lower
standard error rates than the KE equipercentile and IRT equating methods. In other words, the selection of parameter \( h \) is thought to have reduced the standard error values for KE. This result seems to be similar to the findings by Choi (2009) and Mao (2006). Ricker and von Davier (2007) pointed out that in cases where a linear criterion equating method is not employed for calculating RMSD (such as equipercentile equating), higher RMSD values occur since the linear equating methods are based on linear equating functions. In addition, the IRT equating resulted in a lower error rate than KE for outliers. The reason for this is that the Gaussian kernel method is used for the continuization of cumulative score distributions and it leads to higher standard errors for outliers. Therefore, IRT may be preferred over KE as there are likely to be outliers when considering actual test applications.

Both standard and total errors for the external anchor test were lower than for the internal anchor test. In other words, test length affects the error. In the case of an external anchor test, the tendency to increase the correlation between the total test and the anchor test may account for fewer errors because the total test contains more items. We obtained results that are similar to those of Kim (2014), yet contradictory with the findings from von Davier et al. (2006). This may be because the study by von Davier et al. (2006) was conducted with a set of real data. Moreover, Budescu (1985) stated that the standard error decreases as the ratio of anchor items increases. In the same direction, our results demonstrate that the error (standard and total) decreases as the ratio of anchor items increases for all of the equating methods. These findings seem to comply with other examples reporting decreased standard and total errors against increased ratios of anchor items (e.g., Hou, 2007; Kim, 2014; Meng, 2012; Sinharay & Holland, 2006b; Wang et al., 2008). In NEAT, as the ratio of anchor items increases, information derived from those items increases as well, which causes error rates to reduce as a result. Another finding obtained in the present study is that standard and total errors for the midi anchor test condition were less than for the mini anchor test since the midi responds correctly, which may result in a decrease in the equating error. This finding can be supported by Antal, Proctor, and Melican (2014), Fitzpatrick and Skorupski (2016), Kim (2014), Sinharay and Holland (2006b, 2007), and Sinharay, Haberman, Holland, and Lewis (2012). Thus, if the test is not too long, it is recommended to use external anchor tests with the midi anchor test.

The error increased when the distribution of ability was different between groups under the conditions considered for all of the equating methods. The previous researches found similar findings (e.g., Godfrey, 2007; Kim, 2014, Powers and Kolen, 2011; Sinharay and Holland, 2006a; Sinharay and Holland, 2007). Apart from that, the CE methods were affected more by different ability distributions between groups than the PSE methods. As the ability distribution difference between groups increased, the probability of contingency score distribution of test X on the type of anchor test A is identical to contingency score distribution of the test Y on the anchor test A, which leads to increased equating errors with PSE. Holland, von Davier, Sinharay, and Han (2006) reported that the CE-EQ and the PSE-EQ methods give better results with similar group ability distribution, but CE-EQ performs better when the distribution is
unequal. As differences between the ability of groups are wide, the error rate for a high range of score scales was seen to increase as a result of all the equating methods. This finding is similar to the findings of Godfrey (2007), who noted deviations of equating methods from the criterion equating method (equipercentile equating) at outlier values. In this respect, differentiation of ability distribution between groups has a significant effect on the error rate, pushing it upwards. The reason may be that in the case of the similar group ability distribution, the group with a higher average responds to more items correctly, while the lower group behaves in the opposite manner. When the ability distribution is different, IRT and CE-PSE equating methods can be preferred.

In the present study, which compared the KE methods to the IRT equating method in different conditions, the findings showed that the KE methods provided results as satisfactory as IRT results under certain circumstances. Godfrey (2007), Meng (2012), and this study also used simulated IRT-model-based data and Norman Dvorak (2009) used a ‘neutral’ data generation approach. When the ‘neutral’ data generation approach was used, KE performed better than IRT; in other cases, in general, the results for IRT are advantageous. Because of that, the data generation approach might affect the results significantly. In future studies, KE and IRT can be compared with different conditions using different data generation approaches. Also, in this study, Gaussian kernel was used for bandwidth selection; in future research, logistic, uniform, and cross-validation approaches may be used to compare the results of equating methods. In addition, these equating methods can be compared for different test lengths and ability distributions.

In the light of the findings of both the present and previous studies, it is suggested that equated scores obtained from equated test forms differ based on equating method. When IRT assumptions are not met, KE can be used. In addition, among the kernel equating methods, equipercentile equating methods can be preferred to linear methods. Guided by the goal of the test to be applied, in testing situations should decide on the equating method to be used by taking the strengths and weaknesses of each method into account. It should also be recalled that the equating method to be selected may not necessarily yield better results than the others under all circumstances.
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Kernel ve Madde Tepki Kuramı Eşitleme Yöntemlerinin Karşılaştırılması

Atıf:

Özet


Madde Tepki Kuramı (MTK) bireylerin yeteneklerini matematiksel modellerle açıklar. Lord (1953), gerçek ve gözlenen puanın yetenek puanıyla aynı anlama gelmediğini, yetenek puanının testten bağımsız iken, gerçek ve gözlenen puanının teste bağlı olduğunu belirtmiştir (akt: Hambleton ve Jones, 1993). MTK gerçek puan eşitleme üç aşamadan oluşur. Geleneksel eşitleme metodlarında olduğu gibi ilk aşama veri toplama deseninin seçilmesidir, ikinci aşama uygun MTK modeline karar verilmesi ve son aşama ise uygun model ile kestirilen madde parametrelerinin ortak ölçüge


“Testler, kernel son tabakalama doğrusal, kernel zincirleme doğrusal, kernel son tabakalama eşit yüzdelikli, kernel zincirleme eşit yüzdelikli ve MTK gerçek puan eşitleme yöntemlerine göre eşitlediğiyle yetenek dağılımı, ortak madde tipli, ortak madde oranı ve ortak madde güçlük dağılımına göre eşitlemenin hatası nasıl değişikti?


RMDS (Root mean square difference) ve eşitlemenin standart hatası (SEE) kullanılmıştır.

Araştırmanın Bulguları: Bu çalışmada kernel eşitleme yöntemleri ile MTK eşitleme yöntemli gruplar arası yetenek dağılımı, ortak madde oranı ve ortak madde güçlük dağılımı değişkenlerini açısından karşılaştırılmıştır. Bütün eşitleme yöntemlerinde ele alınan koşullara göre gruplar arası yetenek dağılımı farklı olduğuunda standart hata ve toplam hata artmış ve SEE standart hata artmış, toplam hata azalmıştır. Daha düşük performans göstermiştir. Çalışmadan elde edilen bulgulara göre dış ortak testde standart ve toplam hata ortak testte ve iç ortak testte daha az olduğu bulunmuştur. dış ortak testte, toplam test daha fazla maddeye sapkın olduğundan, toplam test ile ortak test arasındaki korelasyonun artması fazla olduğu durumda h parametresine azalma olabilir. Çalışmadan elde edilen diğer bulgu da hızlı ortak test koşulunda standart ve toplam hata ortak test koşuluna göre daha az olmasıdır. Eşitleme yöntemleri bazında; doğrusal eşitleme yöntemlerinin, eşit yüzdelikli eşitleme ve MTK eşitleme yöntemlerine göre daha düşük standart hata verdiği bulgusuna ulaşmıştır. Yani, h parametre seçimi standart hata değerlere azalmasına neden olmuştur.

Araştırmanın Sonuçları ve Öneriler: Bu çalışmada, kernel eşitleme yöntemlerinin bazı koşullarda MTK eşitleme kadar iyi sonuçlar verdiği bulunmuştur. Bu çalışmada elde edilen bulgular ve önceki çalışmalara ve sonucunda, test formlarının eşitlemesi sonucunda elde edilen eşitlemiş puanlar eşitleme yöntemlerine göre farklılık göstermektedir. Testin amacı doğrultusunda, eşitleme yöntemlerin güçlü ve zayıf yönleri dikkate alınarak, eşitleme yöntemine karar verilmelidir.
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